
MARIJE  KOK

Hi! I 'm Mari je Kok, 19 years old. I 'm
enthousiastic,  creative, love learning new
things and have a passion for cinematic
imagery. I  l ike combining more technical
ski l ls  with my art and f i lmmaking.
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For my O&O class we had to find a client who would give us an assignment. Together with the client
we had to come up with a suitable goal. My group of two girls and I were looking for a client we could
design a tiny house for. After placing an ad the hostel Rebel Rebel in Groningen contacted us and we
ended up designing a tiny house for them. I made the SketchUp you see here for our final design. 
Design Requirements: mobile, low ecological footprint, energy neutral, maximum
dimensions according to legislation.
 



My school combined to Meesterproef for O&O in VWO6 with the Profielwerkstuk. we had to
complete the assignment our client gave us and write, within the same topic, an extensive reasearch
paper. We were looking for a sustainability project, preferably for an organization in a developing
country. 
For our final-subject “Research and Development” we acquired an assignment concerning the energy
supply in the African country Mozambique. The country has a substantial part of its inhabitants living
in rural areas where on-grid electricity is not an option. The assignment given was to think of a
solution to provide these citizens with enough electricity for their daily needs, without turning to the
grid as an answer. 
This assignment was given to us by a professor at the Hanze Hogeschool and a professor at the
University of Eduardo Mondlane from Mozambique. 
The whole paper was written in English.
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I have created two yearbooks, one
when I lived in Denmark and one
when I graduated high school in the
Netherlands. In Denmark a group of
students and I created the book, led
by a teacher. In Groningen I led the
yearbook committee and created the
entire formatting of the book.





These are several photos of graphic
design projects I did I thought were
relevant, pages from my dummy and
my bullet journals.
- branding for online store EYTY FYVE
- Mural in Math classsroom, H.N.
Werkman Stadslyceum
- Poster design the Voice of
Werkman
- Dummy skeches and moodboards
- Bullet journal


